
        As if you wanted to read this.But me being me, believing in sharing
my journey as a person with real life attitude decided to risk letting
friends and acquaintances into my life. Perhaps you might do the same. Not
all sharing has to be so success orientated. This shadow has its own light~

        Dear Reader.

        It makes not ounce of difference to securing a full time job in the
teaching profession if you are fully experienced and on the maximum salary
range.
        Despite  having 6 years tertiary studies, 11 years teaching
experience, country and city class room experience,( being a competent
musician, unblemished federal police records, a practising Christian with
sensitive non-judgemental viewpoints, and communication and group
dynamic
skill understandings, despite being a dutiful son and caring for deceased to
real aged parents,) ~ (virtues and values and skills shared by not that
many!), not one offer of full time teaching has come my way for the past 7
years beyond one term and then contract termination due to an incumbents
return or a first year out appointment to the position.

        What comes my way is attitude beyond belief from politicians,
bureaucrats, journalists and the employed fawning non understanding as to
why no teaching positions are available to me and ensuring they all create
scotomas over even ' seeing me,' or revisiting the underlying reasons and
social and mental costs re this issue. Talk about a computer virus bug
infecting me and so many others. An the originator of the bug. Not me. You!
Ouch!! :)

         Feel for the  job applicant refused. Even after a decade of this
rot.  When was the last time you heard anyone you really care about preach
or get real mad over the current state of separating economic class
structures?

        Last week I agreed to go to an aboriginal community six hours out of
Newman West Aust, (a desert community 1000's of miles away from city life)
for a vacancy that came my way via employment National. If I had said no to
that job I would be 'off the books', deemed a bludger not really wanting
work. So it was no surprise to  my now cynic soul to say yes and then be
told that it was only for a woman as they had only accommodation for females
! Have you ever experienced that in your life.

        And when I booked up $1500 of visa debt to fly to Sydney for the NSW
Ed dept advertised need to attend an interview for teacher retraining as a
Hospitality/tousim teacher I was not surprised to learn that nothing came of



it. It was just a competitive process. Sorry. Umnnn. Sorry for me being
competent, bright, and a successful teacher. Even when I had again listed
myself as unrestricted anyway in that State to teach! Or sorry for being too
salary dear for their dishonest criteria!

        In the past seven years all I ever received was a terms fill in for
maternity leave teachers or long service leave teachers, and instant end of
contract dismissals. Thank you, you can go now. Don't call us, we will call
you, but only if there isn't a cheaper salaried teacher out there! Oh, and
by the way, you're becoming unskilled due to being out of the professional
inservicing system. However you can attend accreditation inservicing.
There's just a fee for you non employed teachers. :)

        They want my experience for the fill in but never for on-going work.

        Each beginning year I watch the first year city teachers be
transferred into my country/city town, with all the associated removal
transfer costs and provision of housing for them and I sit jobless, until
they need relief. Not one word from the local politician. Not one word from
the press re bringing coal to Newcastle. Not one word from any Teachers
Union. Not one word anywhere. Talk about the anti Logos unfleshed.

        As I attend jobless welfare relief I have to find 4 jobs a fortnight
to put in for. That I have done for seven years. No jobs.  The number of
teaching position I have put in for whereby I get an acknowledgement and
then no interview and no correspondence to say you didn't get the job
beggars disbelief. Then they ignore you in Church because of their own
indifference's. That's real Christianity in practice. And I'm meant to take
communion from their indifferent hands! Please!!
        And then the governing policy makers, who are for me continually
experienced as indifferently entrenched, one eyed, and if spoken to usually
vitriolic in pretended empathy.
        They use their power elite's  scheme to remove  the welfare safety
net. Talk about shadow issues. Just as well as us recalcitrance's don't
create bloody revolution. Yet!

        If Depressed I could attend the Drs in this city/town, who don't
bulk bill, for depression tablets. At least that will placate wanting to
activate my inner rage re injustice for faceless hypocrisy, however I choice
not to become a zombie to placate others feelings of indifference to the
jobless blight, cost driven.
        Employees with jobs forget on their first pay any comprehension for
their past growing rage over the injustices associated with joblessness that
suited the cause insitu of more for less and less for more. That first pay
packet makes one part of the system. Apathy descends. .



        One would think Unionism would take up my case. No way. Or the
Church. Or the Government . Or Society. Its a lonely number is one when
disenfranchised from the power to be self sufficient and self governing and
of benefit to ones culture.
        One  does not have a job, so one does not equate. And at election
time who will the jobless vote for. The system that persecutes them. Fools
Hope bred deep.
        When was the last strike for the jobless experienced by the people
with jobs.? imagine that, the jobless striking! But the jobless striking
matches. Sending e mails. That's a cheek! No wonder they don't have a job.
Fools gold as wisdom!

        So few of us long term, fully experienced ones take the time away
from our shame to create a response from anyone. As  anawims, as cause is
a
silent one, a suicide of indifference experienced.. Growling indifferent
economies reign as the first of all Gods .

        So where from here. ?
        The credit card is hopelessly swamped beyond repaying. The welfare
safety net is being continually undermined by petty rules and gross
indifference to what it is to be jobless from causes not of ones making and
by policy fundamentalists with full time jobs.
        .

        Pray.! To whom. ?
        Get off my backside and take whatever I can get !
        Cleaning! Here you may insert whatever political bias in your
reality you want. Your opinion creates not one job or solution, because
nothing has changed from what you believe now for my situation. Or will. You
have a job. Shush.

        Anything. That is a real choice. Then I will go away. And be silent
and removed from stats and people. What care for being an experienced well
qualified teacher. Give the parents younger inexperienced teachers, who are
so caught in their need for love and fun that us matured ones are
irrelevant, and of little consequence to their reality. For now! What care I
attack younger teachers as the cause and not the root. Attack ones own.
Leave the empowered anonymous and untouched. Go away Sir. You are
obviously
stressed and off balance. A weirdo to my ears and eyes.

        And of  the quotient,  "more for less and less for more.".
        Just as well they, the untouchables, have the police and an
adversarial natural justice denying system to make sure that nothing ever
inquisitorial based on the principles of justice, the anawim ,and  the



Noblese oblige' ever occurs. God forbid Society acts on equity in employing
experienced teachers or the serving profession of ones choice. God forbade
that best economic business practise take a subservient role to employing
justly.

        Jeff Kulen-Smith
        36 Eastern Road
        Geraldton 6530


